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Enforcement of First Nation 
Environmental Laws

 Environmental Governance
 Challenges in the Enforcement of First Nation 

Environmental Laws
 Designing an Enforcement Program
 Barriers to Compliance
 Enforcement Measures
 Enforcement Processes

Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an overview of what I’ll be covering this afternoon.
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Environmental Governance

Environmental
Governance

Environmental 
Protection

Environmental 
Assessment

Chemical 
Management

HHW Storage 
& Transport

Contaminated 
Sites

Solid Waste 
Management

• Under the Framework Agreement, First 
Nations have the recognized authority 
over the management of their lands and 
environment

• Environmental management in integral to 
land protection & good governance

• Compliance with and enforcement of 
environmental law are critical to the 
health of the community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Nations with a land code have the express ability to establish environmental regulation over their lands. The result is that Land Code First Nations have the potential to administer their lands under a more comprehensive and autonomous regime than do First Nations operating under the Indian Act.Environmental laws are central to First Nation government efforts to protect air, water, natural resources, wildlife and public health. Designing effective Environmental laws help First Nations address problems such as the discharge of pollutants into the environment, the protection of flora and fauna, the handling, storage and disposal of solid and hazardous wastes, the application of pesticides, preventing air contamination, and protecting the quality and availabilityof clean water.When deciding how to develop your lands in an environmentally sound way, you may want an EA law to determine a projects impacts,. This would put requirements on the developer to provide baseline data and possible effects that may require mitigation.However, simply having environmental laws in place is not enough to address these problems. Successful implementation of environmental requirements requires significant effort and forethought. Changes in behavior are difficult to accomplish on both a societal and personal level. No one formula exists for achieving compliance. There is merely trial, evaluation, and adaptation to find the most effective compliance strategies for any given situation. 
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Jurisdictional Issues

Limited Resources

Underdeveloped Regulatory Design

Transboundary Environmental Problems

Lack of Inspections & Monitoring 

Challenges in the Enforcement of First Nation Environmental Laws

Need for Trained/ Qualified staff 

Public Awareness & Education

Enforceability of Sanctions

High cost of equipment and tests for 
pollutants

Inadequate penalties = ineffective 
deterrence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the typical challenges in the Enforcement of First Nation Environmental Laws areJurisdictional issues – where appeals, orders, injunctions and criminal charges can be made is still an emerging area, over the last 2 days you’ve heard of the various approaches First Nations are taking to have their laws enforced through provincial courts and justices of the peace. Etc. Underdeveloped regulatory design, rules that exist just on paper, that haven't had enough community input, are a replicate of another community’s law, or aren’t actually encompassing of your FN’s problems, will likely fail to elicit compliance. Transboundary Environmental problems, - If the penalty for a violation is more cost effective than following the regulation, then there is no deterrence. This is the case under the Indian Act, where by-laws have maximum penalties of a fine of $100, imprisonment for a term not exceeding 30 days, or both. Therefore the enforcement powers are very weak. Leaving Reserve lands open to exploitation from transboundary dumping and pollution, Industry could see it as an economical advantage rather than paying for proper disposal. Lack of Inspections & Monitoring make it difficult to detect violations and the high cost of equipment and tests, make proving violations problematic. Enforcement relies on Adequate Resources and Training - Competent authorities should have access to the physical, technical, and financial resources that are adequate to their mandate and scope of work. This is often not the case in our communities limited resources and competing priorities. Which is why being creating creative in partnerships and pooling resources is a good option.public awareness – educating your community in understanding why the law is necessary & how to comply. The proliferation of laws or multiple amendments to improve them can lead to a loss of simplicity and therefore a loss of ability to understand what compliance involves. Inaccessible and incomprehensible regulation inevitably affects compliance rates. High cost of equipment and tests to detect and monitor pollutants.Inconsistent applying or inability to apply Sanctions can lead to a loss of confidence in the regulations and decreases compliance, resulting in the devaluation of regulatory instruments, government and the rule of law.There are no standard ways to address these complex and difficult issues. In some cases, efforts to improve compliance must be closely tied to efforts to improve the rule of law and governance, in others it may require placing greater emphases on education and awareness, while in others it may be a question of finding new resources or using existing resources more efficiently, and in still others, a heavier emphasis on legal sanctions that compel behavioural changes and punish violators may be needed to demonstrate increased importance of the law. In many First Nations it will be a combination of all of these, and more. The RC can support First Nations in improving several problematic areas, including regulatory design assistance, we have a number of funding programs for EMP & Solid Waste Management. 
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Goals: 

 Improving implementation of environmental legislation;

 Addresses barriers to environmental compliance;

 Developing effective enforcement networks;

 Promoting traditional approaches to obtain compliance;

 Create efficiencies in the development of tools and programs;

 Foster the political will needed to strengthen implementation of 
environmental standards;

Designing an Enforcement Program: Goals

Values for Success:

 Consistent & Fair 

 Independence from political 
interference

 Transparency

 Stability and Continuity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goals of a good enforcement program would be ultimately be to:Improve implementation of environmental legislation;By Addressing any barriers to compliance. Developing effective networks to carry out enforcement processes, service agreements with other agencies, governments or court systems, Promoting traditional approaches, such as restorative justice circles, utilizing elders, mediation etc. Create efficiencies in the development of tools and programs;Foster the political will needed to strengthen implementation of environmental standardsThe values that will bring credibility to your program:Are fairness and consistencyEnforcement personnel should be free from interference, to ward off any perceptions of corruptibility Transparency &Stability and Continuity – if regulations change too quickly or often it makes if difficult to comply. Regulations certainly can changebut it is important to ensure that the regulated community can keep pace with the changes.
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Powers Necessary to Ensure Program Effectiveness

Some of the powers necessary to ensure program effectiveness are the abilities to:

 Issue regulations, permits, licenses and guidance to implement the law,

 Monitor regulated actors and gain access to their records and equipment to determine if they are in 
compliance,

 Require the regulated community to monitor its own compliance, keep records, 

 Take legal action against non-compliant actors, including: (1) imposing a range of monetary penalties and 
other sanctions on actors who violate the law; or (2) imposing criminal sanctions on actors who violate the 
law (e.g. an individual or corporation that deliberately falsifies data),

 Correct situations that pose an immanent and substantial threat to public health or the environment. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An environmental law will be effective only if it provides sufficient legal authority to ensure complianceThe credibility of the program will erode if non-compliant actors can successfully challenge the First Nation’s authority to take certain actions or if the First Nation does not have the tools to ensure compliance.Some of the powers necessary to ensure program effectiveness are the abilities to:- Issue regulations, permits, licenses and guidance to implement the law- Monitor businesses and developers and gain access to their records and equipment to determine if they are in compliance-Require the regulated community to monitor its own compliance, keep records -Take legal action against non-compliant actors, including: (1) imposing a range of monetary penalties and other sanctions on actors who violate the law; or (2) imposing criminal sanctions on actors who violate the law (e.g. an individual or corporaion that deliberately falsifies data).- Correct situations that pose an immanent and substantial threat to public health or the environment. 
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Designing an Enforcement Program: Strategies

Clearly identify 
the regulated 

community and 
establish 

priorities for 
enforcement

Clarifies Roles & 
Responsibilities

Have clear, 
enforceable 

requirements

Monitor 
compliance 
accurately 

and reliably

Maintain high 
rates of 

compliance

Respond to 
violations in a 

timely and 
appropriate 

way

Use penalties 
and sanctions 
appropriately 

to create 
deterrence

Maintain 
accurate 

records and 
provide 
accurate 
reports

Who will be 
responsible for 
enforcing your 
law and how 
are they 
appointed?
What 
enforcement 
powers will 
they have?

Unclear, 
imprecise, 
ambiguous, 
inconsistent o 
contradictory 
requirements 
may be difficult 
or impossible 
to enforce.

To whom does 
the law apply?

Meaningful 
targets, realistic 
and 
measurable 
goals that are 
consistent with 
the First 
Nation’s values. 

Is the 
compliance 
checking 
effort 
expected by 
your law 
realistically 
feasible?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Understanding Non-Compliance

Pu
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l - Knowledge of the 
regulations
- Cost/benefit ratio
- Degree of 
acceptance
- Loyalty and 
obedience of target 
group
- Barriers to 
compliance e.g. lack 
of alternatives
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g - Monitoring 
probability
- Detection 
probability
- Selectivity of the 
inspector

As
pe

ct
s o

f S
an

ct
io

ns - Probability of 
sanctions
- Severity of 
sanctions
- Political, legislative, 
economic and 
cultural realities

• A number of factors can drive non-compliance
• Understanding these factors will help program planners predict the likelihood of success of new mandatory programs 

and decide where to target enforcement and compliance resources

Reasons for non-compliance:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of factors can drive non-complianceUnderstanding these factors will help program planners predict the likelihood of success of new mandatory programs and decide where to target enforcement and compliance resourcesReasons for non-compliance:Lack of awareness of the Regulations- Cost/benefit ratio where non-compliance is less expensive than following the law. (penalty set too low, or the regulations are set too high)-Degree of acceptance plays a factor if there is a Lack of public support for environmental concern- Loyalty and obedience of target groupBarriers preventing compliance, - lack of alternatives, for example. If you are prohibiting HHW from being disposed with regular household garbage, then you may want to arrange accessible alternatives to safely dispose such as a depot or a special collection event. When it comes to monitoring, the frequency of monitoring, likeliness of detectability and the selectivity of the inspector will all factor into compliance.The probability and severity of the prescribed sanctions, the will to carry them out and have the public be aware that violations will not go ignored.
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Voluntary
• Public education
• Technical 

assistance
• Promotion 
• Ex. International 

Standards 
Organization’s (ISO) 
1400 certification

Market-Based
• Fee systems
• Emissions Trading 

systems
• Offsets
• Auctions
• Labelling/ 

Disclosure

Mandatory
• Prohibitions/ Bans
• Permitting or 

licensing
• Obligation to 

monitor and report
• Requiring an entity 

to clean up or 
repair 
environmental 
damage

Approaches to Compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several approaches to compliance.Voluntary – which includes public education, technical assistance, promotion and voluntary standards such as the International Standards Organization’s (ISO) 1400 certificationMarket Based – such as fee systems, emissions trading systems, offsets & labelling The desire to Enhanced efficiency can drive compliance with the benefits of Improving the relationship with the governing agencies, can lead to faster approval of projects, fewer inspections and less scrutinyMandatory compliance mechanism are not designed to motivate changes in behaiour, but instead compel compliance with legal mandates. Such as:	Banning Activities or materials	Permitting or licensing certain activities	Creating an obligation to monitor and report certain activities	or Requiring an entity to clean up or repair environmental damage
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Constitution

Laws

Regulations

Permits and Licenses

Guidance and Policies

Types of Mandatory Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to a First Nation’s traditional systems, there are several types of requirements that a First Nation can use to solve environmental issues and meet their land protection objectives. ConstitutionSome nations’ constitutions guarantee their citizens a clean and healthy environment, giving those governments and others the responsibility to protect that right.LawsLaws provide the authority for environmental protection and restoration.RegulationsRegulations establish the details of a law, e.g., criteria for issuing permits and licenses, how and when to test for harmful substances, how the First Nation will conduct itself in an enforcement action, etc. Permits and Licenseswhich typically control activities that may generate pollutants. are often based on specific criteria established in laws or regulations. Guidance and PoliciesGuidance and policies are tools to interpret regulatory requirements and provide a formal statement regarding a particular issue or problem. Prescribing its actions in particular situations. and  are frequently used to help ensure fairness and consistency in the application of laws and regulations. Which legal instruments your First Nation uses will depend on your community’s unique issues and priorities. 
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Highly recommended that a committee be established for this task

Participatory approach

Membership could include:
Personnel from Chief and Council (e.g. Lands & Environment portfolio holder)
Land & Environment Committee
Internal experts – Land Manager, Environmental Coordinator
External experts – LABRC, Regional Technical Services (OFNTSC, TSAG), Consultant (if necessary), 
with the technical, social, economic and institutional backgrounds to cover the more specialized 
technical, financial and institutional questions
Interested members
Local citizen organizations (Zero waste groups, Earth Care, Green team etc.) 
Local businesses

Developing a Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highly recommended that a committee be established for this task. And that you take a participatory approachMembership should include:- Personnel from Chief and Council (e.g. lands & environment portfolio holder)- Your Internal experts – Land manager, environmental coordinatorExternal experts – Consultant (if necessary) with the technical, social, economic and institutional backgrounds to cover the more specialized technical, financial and institutional questions, if you have the capacity in your community to do this in house great, but the emphasis I’m trying to make is that you have adequate technical support. This expertise could also come from TSAG, or LABRC and we’d be happy to assist with the development of laws and regulations.Local citizen organizations (like Anne’s presentation yesterday on the Edson Recycling SocietyI’ve included Local businesses on this list, its good since they will be effected by any changes and will help with buy-in from the private sector in your community. You don’t need a lawyer on your committee, but the RC highly recommends that a legal review happen whenever you create new laws. 
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Identify Issues, Formulate Objectives & then Develop Laws

Local problems Local Objectives Local Strategies

Dirty streets & public spaces Clean community, protect 
waterways from pollution

Anti-Littering Law, signage in 
high frequented areas, on-

going monitoring and 
reporting procedures

Unauthorized dumping at 
landfill

Improve security at 
community site

Trespassing Law, install 
fencing, policy with hours of 

operation etc.

Burning Garbage Protect air quality 
Prohibiting burning, public 

education on environmental 
effects and legal sanctions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using mainly the experience of the committee or project team, facilitate the identification of critical problems in your local situation and formulate objectives from those. This can also be a good opportunity to engage with your community early on in the law-making process.Here I have 3 examples: 
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Telephone Call

Inspection

Warning Letters

Notice of Violation

• The goals of informal action is to 
bring the violator into 
compliance

• Co-operative method

• Do not penalize and cannot be 
enforced but can lead to more 
severe response of they are 
ignored

Types of Enforcement Mechanisms: Informal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve decided on your strategy in response to your communities needsYou’ll want to attach enforcement mechanisms to violations.What are appropriate penalties for non-compliance?Will you use a ticketing system, fines, warnings, or something else?How will penalties be collected?The goals of informal action is to bring the violator into complianceInformal actions do not penalize and cannot be enforced but can lead to more severe response of they are ignored
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Monetary 
penalties Denial of Services

Denial or 
Revocation of 

Permits or Licenses

Shutdown of 
Operations

Forced shifts to 
new technologies 

and processes
Prison Sentences

Denial of funding Negative publicity Compensation for 
Damages

Types of Enforcement Mechanisms: Formal

Escalation of Sanctions

• Backed by the force of law 

• Can be Civil or Criminal

• Formal charges bringing offenders 
before the provincial courts may be 
required in other situations.

• Accompanied by procedural 
requirements to protect the rights of the 
individual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formal mechanisms areBacked by the force of lawAnd can be Civil or CriminalAccompanied by procedural requirements to protect the rights of the individualRead ---As previously discussed you may want to use a combination of efforts and provide for escalation of sanctions for multiple or repeat offences. 
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Traditional Remedies 
& Alternative Justice Pollution Prevention

Pollution reductions 
beyond the level 

required for 
compliance

Environmental 
auditing

Environmental 
restoration Publicity

Training 
Alternatives for 

sources unable to pay 
penalties 

Types of Enforcement Mechanisms: Alternative Measures & Settlements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The First Nation may wish to negotiate Alternative Consequences and thereby solve environmental problems through settlements. This typically involves a limited reduction in monetary penalty or to an agreement to extend compliance schedules. Creative settlements also may be sought for violators with limited ability to pay or who demonstrate a strong level of cooperation with the government/enforcement program. Read --Some communities have developed Alternative Justice mechanism. (Mohawks of Akwesasne)
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Formal Enforcement Processes

A violator can 
APPEAL the 
finding that 

there is a 
violation

Lays CHARGES, 
Issues TICKET 
and/or ORDER

NOTIFICATIONINSPECTION
INVESTIGATE

& 
MONITORING

-Gather facts, 
collect & analyze 
documentation, 
record 
observations
-Conduct audits 
and load 
inspections

The violator may be 
offered an 
opportunity to: 1) 
contest the finding 
of violation, or 2) 
correct the 
violation within a 
specified time to 
avoid further action

-Prove that a 
violation has 
occurred.

-Establish that the 
procedures and 
policies were fairly 
and equitably 
followed.

-Receive, Initiate 
and Respond to 
COMPLAINTS

-Investigate illegal 
dump sites and 
provide ongoing 
monitoring

Violator is either 
cooperative with 
the imposed 
sanction, pay ticket 
attend education 
session, clean area 
etc.  Or they may 
be uncooperative.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In typical enforcement actions, violators may challenge findings, and the First Nation willhave to defend them in administrative proceedings or court. Therefore, enforcement officialsshould always be prepared to establish that procedures and policies were fairly followed.Here is what a formal enforcement process could look like:Read --There is opportunity for dispute resolution through each phase.And that would be preferred as the formal processCan be resource intensiveAnd therefore Requires careful targeting and planningStandardizing procedures can ensure all are treated equally and the appropriate information is gathered
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Promoting Compliance and Respect for Laws 

Community Involvement and Enforcement

• Involve the community early in development of your laws

• Educating the community on an environmental law and its importance can also help to ensure compliance.

• Voluntary compliance with a law reduces the need for enforcement measures including fines, charges, and use of the 
court system.

• Elders, Mediation & Dispute Resolution - have been found to be more effective than typical court punishments as they 
help to resolve the issue and educate offenders

Traditional 
Remedies

Alternative 
MeasuresEducationEarly Engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the best ways to ensure a First Nation Land Law is followed is to engage and educate the community not only on the content of the law, but why it is needed.  Also, providing community members and others with the means to comply with your laws is recommended.  For example, when creating a hazardous waste law that prohibits dumping of hazardous wastes or mixing it with household wastes for disposal at the landfill, consider providing the community with an appropriate disposal method that will help them to be in compliance with the law – such as creating a hazardous waste depot area at the landfill, special hazardous waste collection drives, etc. the main goal of your laws should be to ensure compliance, not to pursue convictions in court. It is recommended that enforcement personnel first work with offenders where appropriate to achieve voluntary compliance with a law, rather than going straight to the courts.  Build measures into your laws that allow for corrective measures, steps to obtain compliance before having to go to the court system.  Examples are ways to deal with accidental non-compliance such as mandatory education sessions, issuing inspectors orders - to immediately stop and correct any occurrences of non-compliance, building compliance with laws into your permitting processes, so if someone has a permit and is non-compliant, their permit can be revoked/cancelled.Elders, Mediation, Dispute Resolution – all are potential avenues to resolve disputes and promote healing.  In a lot of cases, these have been found to be more effective than typical court punishments as they help to resolve the issue and educate offenders on the effects to others of their non-compliant behaviour, rather than just resorting to punishments such as fines and/or imprisonment.
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Case Study: Behaviour Management System

Behaviour Management System – MFN education sessions on proper waste disposal and effects on lands and waters

• Unauthorized disposal of waste by non-band member – attend a half day session on treaty rights, shared 
responsibilities to all creation

• Place or mix dangerous material with waste – education session on damages to the lands, human health on 
dangerous materials

• 2nd offence – Community service at the MFN Waste Management Depot

• 3rd suspended or prohibited by BCR or court order from using the MFN Waste Management Depot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an interesting sample of a behaviour management system that was incorporated into Mississauga First Nations’ Waste Management Law. And they are here today, Lori You can see they got creative in the application of meaningful consequences that focus on educating the offender and giving back to the community.Read slide ---
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Solid Waste 
Support

WORKSHOPS ONLINE COURSES FUNDING PROGRAM KNOWLEDGE 
REPOSITORY

DIRECT COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many First Nations are implementing stronger and stronger environmental governance which requires a lot of work on the part of lands managers & staff.The focus of the RC is to equip FA communities with the necessary knowledge and tools to carry out the implementation of their unique governance authority over their reserve lands and resources. We have a number of Online courses including: environmental management planning, Solid Waste Management Planning 101, 102 – which focuses on Self Government, law making powers, and compliance & enforcement. Also, We are entering our 3rd year of our Solid Waste Funding Program. In 2019, we approved 16 community projects ranging from purchase of bins, to waste assessments & feasibility studies, developing waste committees, diversion programs and of course law-making.   We’re changing the process to access funding in 2020, by replace the RFP with a simpler expression of interest, so the RC can work with communities to develop their projects. This will ensure that communities that don’t have the staff or capacity to write proposals can still have access to needed funding. 



THANK YOU!

For more information, please visit:
www.labrc.com

Stefanie Recollet
Solid Waste Management Specialist 

First Nations Land Management 
Resource Centre

Telephone (705) 822-8875
E-Mail: Stefanie.recollet@labrc.com 

http://www.labrc.com/
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